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Enchanted Tales: The Princess Collection
CHECK CATALOG

Become enchanted with this award winning series as viewers sing along with characters from Beauty and
the Beast, Snow White, Princess Castle, and Pocahontas!

Release Date: November 2017

Horseplay

CHECK CATALOG

Follow Scout and Axle on a fun-flying adventure across the globe to learn all there is to know about the
most fascinating animal on earth, horses.

Justice League Action - Superpowers Unite: Season 1 Part 1
CHECK CATALOG

Witness the Justice League like never before in this all-new animated series where the pace is quick,
the action is relentless and the fun is not-stop. Justice League regulars Superman, Batman and Wonder
Woman are joined by a galaxy of ever-rotating allies and enemies like John Constantine, Zod, Lobo
and Swamp Thing. No matter the threat, the Justice League is ready for the challenge. The bite-sized
adventures are brought to life with a star-studded cast.

Release Date: October 2017

Kate & Mim-Mim. Super Kate
CHECK CATALOG

When Kate can’t jump high enough to retrieve a ball stuck in a tree, she wonders what it would be like to
have superpowers. In Mimiloo, Tack’s new Supercharger invention gives everyone superpowers!

Power Rangers: Operation Overdrive: The Complete Series.
CHECK CATALOG

The “Crown of the Gods” encrusted with seven magnificent jewels from seven galaxies, is said to bestow
ultimate power on the wearer. Once written about by the ancients, but dismissed as mythical folklore and
long ago forgotten, this legendary crown has been re-discovered. Dark forces from the past awaken and
search for the seven missing jewels. If they are found and placed in the crown, evil will be unstoppable.
Five brave teens set out on an exciting global treasure hunt to track down and find these long-lost jewels.
The jewels must be found and secured, or evil will wear the Crown of the Gods. Our world and the entire
universe’s fate rests in the hands of Power Rangers: Operation Overdrive!
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Super wings. Season 1, volume 1.
CHECK CATALOG

An adorable jet plane named Jett travels the world delivering packages to children. With every delivery,
Jett encounters a new problem that he and his friends the Super Wings must work together to solve. Jett
and the Super Wings have the unique ability to transform from planes into amazing heroes who can run,
climb, lift, dig, and even dive under the sea.

Transformers Rescue Bots: Rescue Family
CHECK CATALOG

The Rescue Bots, along with the human Burns family, are tasked with keeping Griffin Rock safe. They will
do whatever it takes to accomplish this mission. Their work is cut out for them as they must deal with an
unpredictable teleportation device, star in an extreme reality TV series, and more.

